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ABSTRACT 

This thesis topic is to investigate how motorcyclist navigate while they are not commuting but 

making their joy ride. Also offer new navigation solutions based on motorcyclists needs and 

personal preferences. 

In the first part of the thesis, the information about the current situation is gathered by literature 

review, questionnaire, keyword mapping and testing. 

Based on the information gathered a new initial product-service system is offered what is more 

personal and offers information needed while using motorcycle and therefore makes motorcycling 

more enjoyable and safe.  
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1 INTRODUCTION 

If I need to get from point A to Point B, Google Maps and Ways are way better than 

the Garmin. I don't sit down at BaseCamp for hours mapping out routes anymore. I 

use Rever and/or my Spot to record my trips. Even hiking, I don't carry a GPS 

anymore, just the phone and AllTrails app. So, maybe it's time for to give up the GPS 

and save the money. (deacon51, AdvRider.com) 

The trigger of this task is my personal experience of using motorcycle GPS device what was 

endorsed by very intense discussions in the motorcycle forums. Problem is that motorcycle GPS is 

mostly strengthened version from the GPS devices in the car. However, in cars, the GPS is used for 

a commuting and getting to the destination by the fastest or shortest way. Though, motorcycle is 

often not used for a commuting but for recreational purposes, where the route is more important 

than a destination. 

In addition, more motorcyclist is replacing their dedicated GPS devices with a smartphone as they 

already have it and it has many navigation apps already available. Yet, it is difficult to use phone on 

motorcycle as it is not glove friendly. 

My aim is to propose a solution that is more suitable for using on motorcycle so, that user can get 

full benefit of the modern technology and also increasing a satisfaction from the joy ride.  
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2 METHODOLOGY 

 
Figure 1: Double diamond design process 

The whole thesis design process is based on the double diamond methodology (Figure 1). The 

process is divided into four parts, where two first is trying to answer question “Why” and last two 

to question “How”. 

The first, discover phase, is for looking an information from multiple sources and getting an 

overview from the information available, and Define phase is for getting a sense from the 

information gathered and finding out, what is important and what not. For the outcome of the first 

two parts will be a problem definition and a design brief.  

Develop is for offering a multiple solution for the problem and learning from those and finally 

Deliver phase is the final product delivery. (The Design Process: What is the Double Diamond?, 

2018).   

2.1 Internet forum keywords 

Keyword mapping is a way of getting preliminary information about the topic. It helps to 

understand what subjects is important to the people and what kind of keywords are coming out 

from the search area. 
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Community based internet forums are popular places where people can ask questions from other 

members and read others opinion about different topics. Although it is not possible to control the 

development of the topic, there is possible to see what kind of tasks and problems are important 

to the forum users. Also, as the users feel free there, the discussion is presenting their real thoughts. 

To analyze topics, that important to the users two large motorcycling communities are used. First 

one is Biker.ee what is Estonian largest motorcycling community. It does not have any specialization 

and it includes topics from people with different kind riding preferences. It should give good 

overview from the wide group of users. 

Second source is online web community named Adventure Rider, where owners and people who 

are interested about the large adventure motorcycles, meet. In this motorcycle group are mostly 

dual-sport motorcycles what is meant for both asphalt and can use roads and paths without hard 

cover. This kind of bikes are often used for longer trips both in populated areas like Europe and for 

travelling in places where is difficult to find good roads. 

As the topic of the thesis is motorcycle navigation, topics related with that were mapped and 

keywords written out. Like mentioned before, navigation related topics are often discussed and 

dialog between motorcycle GPS users and phone navigation users is often intense. 

After getting a large amount of results, the keywords were sorted and categorized, to get a better 

overview from the user opinions and arguments.  

2.2 Questionnaire 

As the information from the literature and internet forums do not give all the information needed, 

the questionnaire was also conducted. Goal of the questionnaire was to get some quantitative and 

qualitative information about the riders riding habits and the way how they navigate. Most of the 

questions were open type, to get as much information without limiting the respondents. 

The questionnaire was conducted as an online survey. It was posted in the Biker.ee internet forums 

and in Facebook motorcycling groups. As a result, 86 answers were submitted, what is 

representative sample and allows to make conclusions.  
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2.3 Mapping 

Mapping is one of the visual thinking method for getting a better overview form the complex 

systems and understand relations between different aspects of the information.  

All important outcomes from the research was written down to the map and relations between 

them were dawn out. As a result, it gives better overview from the relations between different 

parts of the information and it allows to understand the system more deeply. 
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3 RESEARCH 

Goal of this phase is to get as much information and broad overview from the research area. Data 

gathered here is later used to generate ideas and deliver a final product. 

3.1 Discover 

Discovery phase is for collecting data form the topic area by using different methodologies and 

approaches. View is kept broad to get a good overview from the current situation. 

3.1.1 Internet keywords 

First way for getting the initial information about the topic was make research in the related 

internet forums as addition to the personal experience with the motorcycle navigation, author 

noticed, that current topic is up to date in also in the internet forums. Navigation related topics are 

often discussed with others in different environments and is generating lot of arguments. After 

writing out the keywords the most reasonable way of grouping those were: technology, maps and 

user experience. 

From the technological keywords, the strongest message was that the dedicated motorcycle GPS is 

though and is meant to use on the harsh environment. There are no problems with mounting it to 

the motorcycle or charging it during the ride. However, it is expensive and on the same time meant 

for only one thing. 

Phones, on the other hand, are weaker but lot of users are using a waterproof phone on the 

motorcycle and find it not a problem. 

When looking into the maps keywords, the main concerns about the motorcycle GPS was that 

because it uses offline maps, the map is sometimes out of date if user haven’t updated it. Although, 

phones have often online maps what is always updated and sometimes offer an additional 

information about the traffic and route. 

The common problem with the both maps was that it happens sometimes, that there is road on the 

map, but in reality, it does not exist, or its condition is really different compared with the other 

roads marked on same way. Also, as the roads are categorized only in couple of groups, it is difficult 
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to explore the map only based on this information and understand on what condition the road 

actually is. 

The last group in GPS and phone comparison were user experience or how users described their 

experience while using phone or GPS. Most of the arguments were related with the phone 

navigation as it seemed that most of the users were familiar with the GPS interface. However as 

there was not good positive arguments while using dedicated GPS, it looks like users are taking it 

“as it is” and are not really satisfied. 

One of the main problem with the phone is that the navigation application running is one of the 

multiple and its priority is sometimes lower than others and it may cause problems. For example, if 

calling, the map is not visible. Also, as the phone is not glove friendly, it is not possible to interact 

with the phone while riding and when stopping, user have to remove a glove. 

The internet forums gave a good overview from the topic and visualized the most crucial parts of 

the user opinion. However, it was possible to see that the dedicated GPS users were more 

enthusiastic riders who make long trips in the world. At the same time, phone users were riders 

who make shorter trips and mostly on the places, where phone coverage is not the problem. 

3.1.2 Motorcyclist group 

Often bikers are associated with outlaw motorcycle gangs and other illegal activities. However, this 

image is coming from 1950’s when media made it popular trough different movies (Austin, Gagne, 

& Orend, 2010). Nowadays, motorcyclist group themselves by brands used and style of driving. 

Most known example is Harley-Davidson riders. Yet, this expands also to other producer like BMW 

GS, Honda touring motorcycles etc.  

However, in the past, groups were formed mainly by the location but currently thanks to the ability 

to communicate through internet, non-location-based sources of attachment have stronger impact. 

(Kenzin, 2008) 

Although, there is subgroups in the motorcycling communities, many members have found that 

they have more common with other riders than with general non-riding population (Kenzin, 2008). 

It also expresses on the road, were it is common to greet others with wave or nod (Esbjörnsson, 

Juhlin, & Östergen , 2003).  
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Because it is difficult to communicate during the ride, it is common to discuss different topics in the 

internet communities and meet each other on different events (Esbjörnsson, Juhlin, & Östergen , 

2003). Topics may vary from technical discussions to just chatting. 

To get an idea, what kind of topics are popular in forums, Biker.ee internet forum news feed was 

analyzed. With all the subtopics in Biker.ee have almost 30 000 different topics with over 568000 

answers in total. Similar topics have grouped in subgroups. The most popular of those are 

motorcycle repairing themes followed by group “Back room” where are topics what are mostly 

irrelevant. In those two groups are over the half of the topics and answers of this forum.  

One interesting group, what stands out, is “regional topics”. It is different because there is only 57 

topics but almost 17000 answers. When on average, there is 27 answers to the one topic, then 

there is almost 300.  

When looking into this group, most popular threads are related with asking advice people from the 

same smaller region as Tallinn, Tartu, Pärnu etc. And most of the discussions are about looking 

someone to ride with and what are the best routes in the area. So, others are using knowledge of 

the local people to get information about the best roads. 

As mentioned before, it is difficult to find someone from the road to ride with or to ask advice about 

the best roads, so doing homework before in the internet forums is often necessary. This may be 

even more important to the riders, who are just started their motorcycling career. But getting 

information from the forums take time and while already on the road, it may not help, and the best 

roads will not be discovered. 

So, it can be concluded, that although motorcycling does not support interaction between riders, 

motorcyclists are social group who are looking new contacts and people to share their interests 

about motorcycles and riding. To satisfy this need, they use often internet community forums. Yet 

forums are often most comfortable to use before riding and when already on the road, those are 

too slow to get the information needed even if popularity of the smartphones only helps to make 

it easier by offering ability to use internet everywhere. 

3.1.3 Reasons to use a smartphone 

Over last years, more and more motorcyclists are looking for an opportunity to use their 

smartphone as GPS device. In motorcyclist forums like Biker.ee and Adventure Rider, there is 
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multiple topics about using phone instead of the dedicated GPS device. Also, by speaking with other 

bikers, they mostly do not use special motorcycle GPS but phone or nothing at all. 

Also, from the questionnaire, it came out that almost half of the answerers use their phone for the 

navigation, instead of the GPS device. Some of them have switched to phone lately and finds is a 

good alternative to the dedicated GPS at least on the short rides or even when traveling in Europe.  

Firstly, the interest for using smartphone for the navigation is understandable and this tendency is 

getting stronger. On the 2017, there was already 2.4 billion smartphone users worldwide, what is 

54 per cent of mobile users (Murphy, 2017). Screen sizes are getting larger. 5.5-6 inch phones are 

currently most popular ones by 43.3% of the phones (Smartphone Screen Size Trend, 2017). Still, 

the most popular motorcycle GPS devices are with a 5 inch or smaller screen (Best Motorcycle GPS 

Reviews, 2016) so there is possible to place much more information on the phone screen. 

Even more, in the past, phone hardware was not powerful enough to show large maps, but 

currently computational power is more than enough to run the most detailed maps in the phones 

without a problem. And this all makes phone strong competitor to the dedicated GPS device. 

However, when looking into the topics what are discussed in the forums, those can be divided 

accordingly to the Figure 2 

 
Figure 2: Topics 

Firstly, traditional buy and sell topics of the navigation devices and accessories, where users sell 

their old devices or some other looking for a used device. However as there is much more selling 

threads, it may be the mark that people do not need those anymore as there may be better 

alternatives like smartphones. 

Next large group is specific problem topics. In there, users are looking soliton for a problem. For 

example, what is the best way to mount a device, where to get best maps, device reviews and 
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technical problems. Although, those topics often too detailed to get a good overview from the area 

it can brought out, that maps are sometimes the problem. Riders have sometimes difficulties to 

find suitable maps for some area. 

Last group is clearly visible, and it can be concentrate under one name - “GPS vs phone”. Variability 

of this group is wide, topics are from where to get maps for a phone, what apps are the best and 

most intense are the discussions about witch one is better for the navigation – phone or the 

separate GPS device. So, it can be said that topic is currently up to date and lot of users have 

different opinions. 

For getting a better overview from the discussion in the “GPS vs phone” subtopics, the keyword 

mapping was used. Firstly, all the subtopics were read and marked down all the benefits and the 

problems what GPS or the phone has according to user’s opinion. That gave large amount of 

different arguments what could be grouped in three different, clearly separable, clusters: 

technology, maps and user experience. More precise information about it will be in following 

chapters. 

3.1.4 Durability of the device 

One first factor, what has been limiting the usage of the phone as a GPS device, is its physical 

durability for the elements like wind, water and dirt. Motorcycle do not have a roof or something 

else, what would protect devices on it from the rain and dust and everything will reach also to the 

phone. 

On the Figure 3 it is possible to see Garmin Zümo 590LM, it is one of the motorcycle GPS devices 

available on the market. It has a rugged hard rubber case that is fuel- and UV-resistant and can be 

submersed in water up to 1 meter deep (botched river crossing?) (Drevenstedt, 2013). This makes 

it ideal for using in the harsh environment open for the elements.   

On the contrary, phones with large screen are often brittle and may break easily. According to 

Motorola, 50% of the people has at least once experienced the cracked screen (Nazarian, 2015). 

And this is result of normal usage of the phone, not a usage on the motorcycle where possibility to 

drop the phone is much higher. Also, majority of the phones are not waterproof and will stop 

working after short exposure to water. 
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Figure 3:Garmin Zümo 590LM (www.garmin.com) 

For a solution, some of the users just drive with a good weather, so phone just will not get wet. 

Although this may be difficult to achieve some time, it may be reasonable solution if motorcycle is 

just used for shorter hobby rides, not for long trips. Another solution what many of users are using, 

is to use waterproof case for the phone or use some phone model, what is declared as waterproof. 

Using a waterproof phone is getting easier as there are more waterproof phones available every 

year and this may be the industry standard in the future (Hill, 2017). So, it does not need any 

additional casing and can be used similar to he dedicated GPS device. 

Waterproof case 

As the waterproof case may solve the problem with water and dust, it brings some other problems 

with it. 

In most cases universal waterproof case for the phone, is a leather pouch with a zipper where 

screen is covered with a plastic film (Figure 4). To compensate the different thickness of the 

different phone models and hold a phone still, there is plastic foam used. 

 
Figure 4: Universal waterproof phone mount (https://wiki.ezvid.com/best-motorcycle-phone-

mounts?split=1&utm_expid=.IoYWonQXQlWTXqgqSPjZxg.1&utm_referrer=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.google.c

om%2F) 
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There are also available model specified phone mounts, what is more rugged and fits better for the 

phone, however those are available for more popular phones like iPhone and if changing the phone, 

mount must be changed too (Figure 5).  

 
Figure 5: iPhone 6 waterproof mount (https://ultimateaddons.com/collections/mounts) 

However, the main problem with using the universal waterproof bag is that, phone may get 

extremely hot. It is not always the problem, but when using more apps than just a navigation, 

maximum screen brightness and charging at the same time, it may lead even to the phone 

shutdown. Olli from the Biker.ee is sharing his experiences: 

“Phone went in waterproof and black bag insanely hot and as a result phone tuned 

screen brightness completely down (displayed also a warning about it – try to get 

this away from the screen while riding). And if it went even hotter, it turned 

charging completely off (also hit a dialog about it in the middle of the screen)” (Olli, 

biker.ee) (Annex 1)  

Also, bright sun affecting it and make it more probable to overheat the phone. 

Problem is coming from the fact, that phone body is acting usually like heat sink, and dissipate heat 

what is generated from the charging, screen and processors. If phone is in waterproof pouch, it acts 

like insulation and do not let the heat to dissipate. As a result, phone is getting hotter and to protect 

it from permanent damages, it starts to shut off different applications to bring the heat down. 

However, it may be unpleasant surprise if after ride phone battery is empty, even it has been 

charging or phone shuts itself down on unfamiliar road with complicated traffic. 
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Charging 

As the phones are getting more computational power, more memory, better graphics and larger 

screens, improvements in the batteries are not keeping on pace (Spence, 2015). As from the 

questionnaire resulted, most of the rides last at least couple of hours and phone battery will get 

good drainage during this time and needs charging. But as previously mentioned, in the waterproof 

bag, it may lead to the phone overheating.  

This problem does not exist with a dedicated GPS device, it is designed to be waterproof without a 

case and this allows device to cool down even if it is always charging. Moreover, as GPS is just for 

navigating, there is not much CPU activity that may produce additional heat. 

In addition to phone heating problem, durability of the charging cable is also one of the problem 

what users have brought out. As on the motorcycle, there is lot of vibration and while wearing 

cloves, handling the cable is often not the gentlest. Also, water may corrode the contacts of the 

ports. 

“I killed a USB cable on a rainy trip down the Natchez Trace earlier this year. It was 

a nice thick fast charging cable that I paid a little extra for too. My phone is 

waterproof, but this brand-new cable was clearly not.” (GunNut37086, 

advrider.com) 

As most of the phones are using micro USB port, it seems to be more durable and do not cause 

problems with charging. According to specifications, it is the toughest version of the USB cables and 

will last at least 15 000 cycles (Howse, 2014).  

For some people there was charging problems even when the cables were not broken. If the phone 

consumes much power, without good USB port, it may not supply enough power to the phone and 

battery still drains. Mostly these problems occur with aftermarket USB adapters, what often can 

supply only 2A opposite to high quality adapters what may offer as much as 10A.  

GPS devices on the other hand, have often charging pins built in to the mount and there is no need 

to attach any additional cable to the device. This makes it much more durable and also comfortable 

to use. 

Screen 

Large size of the phone screen is one thing what temptate users to use phone as navigating device. 

As dedicated GPS device screen is not usually larger than 5 inches, often 4.3 inch, and most popular 
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phone screen size is between 5 and 6 inches (Lomas, 2017), it is understandable thought. However, 

screen of the GPS device and the phone is more different than it initially looks.  

GPS and phone screens use different technology to sense the touch of the user. GPS screen uses 

older, resistive touchscreen technology what is more suitable for this kind of environment.  

Resistive touchscreens consist of two layers of polyethylene terephthalate (PET) (Figure 6). The two 

layers of PET are separated by an air gap and spacer dots. The bottom PET layer is placed on top of 

an insulating substrate usually made of glass. A protective layer of hard coating is placed on top of 

the other PET layer. When a finger presses onto the touchscreen, the action causes the top and 

bottom ITO layers to physically come in contact, which signifies a finger touchdown. (Mathema, 

2015) 

Although with resistive touchscreen technology accuracy of the touch is not the best, and it affects 

the image quality, it works with anything what it touches. It includes also a gloved hand. And as the 

glove is one part of the motorcyclist protective gear, it is used often. 

  
Figure 6: Resistive technology (https://www.eizo.com/library/basics/basic_understanding_of_touch_panel/) 

Phone, on the other hand, uses newer, projected capacitive technology. It is much more precise, 

do not affect the image quality, allow multitouch and have high response speed.  

Capacitive touch screens use a transparent electrode layer (Figure 7). The electrode layer is placed 

on top of a glass panel and eventually covered by a protective layer. A touch is detected when a 

touching finger transfers some of the electrical charge from the screen to the user. Sensors in all 

four corners of a capacitive touch screen detect the drop in electric current. The touch screen's 

controller then detects the touch. (Projected Capacitive Touch Screens, 2018) 
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However, this technology works only with a bare hand or capacitive stylus not with regular glove. 

Though, there is special gloves available that have capacitive layer on the finger tips, but majority 

of the gloves do not have this opportunity. And as the motorcycle glove major task is to protect 

rider from the elements and in case of the accident, the usability with the phone screen is not the 

thing to concern about.   

 
Figure 7: Projected capacitive technology 

(https://www.eizo.com/library/basics/basic_understanding_of_touch_panel/) 

As there may be situations when controlling the device while riding is necessary, phone screen is 

not the suitable solution. 

3.1.5 Interacting with a device 

Motorcycling requires that you operate in the Now. Modern cars allow people to 

think that they can multi-task while driving. Multi-tasking while riding is a good 

recipe for disaster. (tree man, Adventure Rider) 

According to the test conducted in Denmark, while using GPS, driver eye glance shifted to the device 

once on every 5.9 seconds and on 77% of the cases the sight was away from the road between 0.5-

2 seconds. (Skov, Thiruravichandran, & Jensen, 2010).  During this two seconds, motorcycle with a 

speed at 90 km/h, moves 50m. To minimize this time, interacting with a GPS and getting an 

information from it, should be as fast and easy as possible. 

Though different technologies, both dedicated GPS and a phone are using touchscreen to get 

information from the user. This means that for interacting with the device, user must touch the 

correct place on the screen. 
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Motorcycle GPS menus are with large understandable icons and logical menus so navigating there 

is not a problem. Also, for a typing, solution is to divide alphabet to sections, so buttons can be bit 

larger (Figure 8) and hitting those on the relatively small screen should be easier. 

 
Figure 8: GPS keyboard 

Also, for the phone there is hundreds of navigation apps and there is possible to find apps, what is 

with larger buttons, though, lot of those are made to use in car and have small buttons, including 

popular apps like google maps or Waze. 

Navigation system menus are designed to be easy to use even despite of the small screen, and both 

GPS and navigation apps are made with that in mind. So, in situations where it is possible to use 

both hands, navigation in the menus is not a problem and takes no effort. 

Yet, while moving, the situation is quite different. When 70-95 percentage of the people are right 

handed (Why are more people right-handed?, 2014), it is occupied by controlling the throttle of the 

motorcycle, so it cannot be used for other tasks. This means, that left a hand must be used for 

conducting other tasks. But according to research, non-dominant hand may be as good as dominant 

hand for a large amplitude tasks but for precision tasks, dominant hand is much more suitable. 

(Kabbash, MacKenzie, & Buxton, 1993). And the phone and GPS screen are relatively small, 

especially when trying to hit some icons on it.  

 
Figure 9: Inserting address 
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More, as seen on the Figure 9, while wearing gloves, symbols on the screen are relatively small and 

it makes difficult to hit a right button. Because gloves are not stretched around the hand, it is hard 

to guess, what part will touch the screen first. If adding vibration from the unevenness of the road, 

inserting a text is very difficult task. 

Also, because the glove makes hand much larger, and some buttons are on the right side of the 

screen (Figure 10), hand hides most of the screen and there is hard to get feedback from whole 

screen 

 
Figure 10: Hand hiding the screen 

So, while choosing a GPS in the store or using it while not moving, its screen is relatively easy to 

use. But if driving, conditions are so much different and tasks what were easy before are difficult to 

conduct. 

3.1.6 Maps  

Map is a central thing for a navigation. Phone and GPS is just a device to show a map and is much 

younger than a regular paper map. However, arguing over preferred maps are not topical only in 

sense of phone vs GPS, but even between different GPS devices. 

Firstly, there are two major map producers in the world what provides maps to the GPS units. Tom 

Tom, what owned Tele Atlas on 2008 (TomTom, 2008), and HERE what was before 2012 known as 

NavTeq (HERE, 2017). For the phones, Google Maps is probably most known map application. All 

those map producers have their own technology and methods to make the maps.  

Of course, in general, majority of the data on the maps is same on all producers, however, details 

are what matters. Problem is that in most cases, GPS device uses only one producer maps and 
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adding more maps may be complicated. So, if situation changes and different map would be better, 

it is often not possible to use it. 

In addition to different map preferences, as GPS devices are using offline maps, from the forum 

discussions it turned out, that despite several map updates during the year, there are problems 

with precision maps used in the GPS devices. Often changes in the road network do not reflect in 

the software, not to mention temporary road closures or detours. 

Many users complained that sometimes there is no road marked on the map while in reality it exists 

and vice versa. More, problems seem to be more with smaller roads where it is often difficult to 

evaluate is the road usable, when relying only for the information from the map. Same type of road 

on the map may be both very good road or a path what is difficult to find from the nature. 

Therefore, navigating on smaller roads may sometime be challenging. 

“I used sycgic at one of the moto orientation events and if putting the route 

preference to the shortest route, it lead often to side or on the field where once 

seemed to be some kind of road but now ended sharply with a ditch.” (Mihkel S, 

Biker.ee) (Annex 2)  

From the phone side, users often brought out, that they are very satisfied with the accuracy of the 

mobile navigation apps. Maps are up to date reflects the real situation, however dividing roads to 

different levels is still problem. Besides, although some GPS units provide traffic information, it is 

not as detailed as its mobile alternatives where live information is presented. For a multiple time, 

Waze navigation app was brought out as an excellent example for a navigation app what provides 

good amount of additional information. 

On the other side, mobile apps often need cellular network to be available to download all this 

information. However, network coverage is not the problem in developed countries, it may be the 

problem in foreign countries, where roaming prices are higher and places where cellular network 

is not available.   

Beside digital maps, traditional paper maps were also mentioned occasionally. It was agreed, that 

although paper maps are often old, large, and challenging to use, those are perfect for exploring 

surroundings and planning a ride in advance. Paper maps are giving very good overview from the 

larger area there is possibility to make notes just by pen on the paper. Not mentioned paper 

durability to extreme situations, where electronic devices most probably brake down. 
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“Of course I can without, and I personally have always paper map with me. To GPS 

I insert the trajectory generally after making it on the paper map or on map in the 

computer” (urmas66, Biker.ee) (Annex 3) 

“I always carry an atlas with me ... good for checking the big picture over a cup of 

coffee.” (Chickenstrip, avdrider.com) 

3.1.7 Navigation 

Though maps with good quality provide valuable input for the navigation, the roads what will be 

used has to be selected by the user of the map. Here comes out one more benefit of the electronic 

navigation – it helps to find the fastest road for moving from point A to B without long planning 

process.  

Estimated time of arrival (ETA) is calculated on the amount of data available. Offline devices have 

only an information about the speed limits and probable driving speed and therefore the 

calculations may not be accurate if some parameters change – there is bad road conditions or traffic 

jam.  

However online maps have often much more information. These things range from official speed 

limits and recommended speeds, likely speeds derived from road types, historical average speed 

data over certain time periods (sometimes just averages, sometimes at particular times of day), 

actual travel times from previous users, and real-time traffic information. (How Does Google Maps 

Calculate Your ETA?, 2013). So, ETA calculated on this information, is often much more accurate. 

One of the mostly brought out navigation app by the forum guest is Waze. People like it because 

its ability to show not only navigation info, but also info about road closures, hazards and police. 

Also, it is possible to share your location with friends, look for best gas price etc. It was so good 

bought by Google in 2013 (Rushe, 2013) it has maintained its specialty.  

Waze uses its information posted from the users. Users can report their observations to the app 

and inform others about it. (Figure 11) 
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Figure 11: Waze report screen (https://wazeopedia.waze.com/wiki/UnitedKingdom/Speed_Cameras) 

Though Waze and other apps may offer plenty of information, the route planning is still based on 

the shortest or fastest routes. Problem is that motorcycling is often not a commuting and being on 

road is more important than a destination.  

According to the Tourism and Leisure Motorcycle Riding research, it is taken out that the physical 

aspect of the motorcycling, the skill requirements and the choice element may mean that leisure 

riding may be seen as having more in common with actual leisure activities than linking 

transportation between the home and the leisure destination (Walker, 2011) 

Motorcycle navigation 

To describe how motorcyclist find his road, it is good to know, what is the values of the motorcyclist. 

First and most popular reason, what is mentioned is feeling of freedom. From the article in the 

RideApart journal it is described as “On a bike you feel like a complete human being, not an 

insignificant part of something else” (Cope, 2016). 

Also, in the research “The changing nature of motorcycling: Patterns of use and rider 

characteristics” it has been taking out, that feeling of freedom is second most popular reason to 

buy a motorcycle (Jamson & Chorlton, 2009). First one is “Love motorcycles” but that cannot be 

counted as a value.   

Feeling of the freedom is also supported by the research “Motorcycling and Leisure: Understanding 

the Recreational PTW Rider” where it is claimed that 22% of the riders’ ride because of the freedom. 

It is followed by comrade/social aspect with a 16% (Broughton & Walker, 2016) 
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Figure 12: Riding graph (https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/544231936196006721/) 

The feeling of the riding a motorcycle can be concluded as said in a post in the Adventure Rider. 

“Hear the wind blowing past, carrying the smell of fresh mown grass. 

Mountain Laurel's sweet scent mingles with that of hot oil and asphalt. 

The sound, a rush of noise yet not overwhelming, the hum of the chain, the sound 

of birds, buzz of insects, doppler effect playing with distance, exhaust note distorted 

then clear. 

Feeling the motion of the machine, the beat of the engine now a part of you, as you 

are of it. Give and take of flesh and metal, yin and yang, a sweet symbiosis. 

Seeing the sweep of a curve, rise and fall of the road, bright sun into dappled shade, 

filtered through the branches of swaying trees. Reaching for the next horizon, near 

and far. 

There is no work here. No stress. No sense of time. The daily cares of a busy world 

melt away. 

Just you...and the road.” 

(Heyload, Adventure Rider) 

 

According to questionnaire, a quarter of the motorcyclist makes his joy ride one a week and another 

quarter couple of times during a week preferably on evenings on weekends. In most cases it lasts 

couple of hours or 100-200 km. 

Most of the riders prefers remote roads with a good views and minimal traffic. Is the most preferred 

road a curvy road with a good asphalt or a trail in the forest, depends from the motorcycle used. 
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This all confirms that, motorcyclist do not want to just commute from point A to B. For them regular 

GPS devices are useless as a sense of road suggestion. It is just good for showing a map or route 

what is put together before. Also, as the navigation devices goal is to show information about the 

destination, the information about the route itself is minimal. For example, it is impossible to say 

anything about the road just by seeing the map on the device (Figure 13). 

 
Figure 13: Google Maps 

Currently have motorcyclists’ different ways to find some nice roads to ride. Most of them are just 

driving around and discovering surrounding roads and trails. Half of them are using Google Maps 

or something similar to find roads that may be interesting. 

Although from the questionnaire answers came out that internet forums and recommendations 

from the friends are less common way to find a nice road. There is many topics in the forums about 

finding a best road. This is happening often in regional topics which indicates that people do not 

know often even roads near them. 

All those methods are working well, however every one of those have pros and cons. Just driving 

around and exploring routes is already activity by itself, however after a while, roads around home 

is already familiar and finding good roads farther away takes more time what is again limited. Using 

online maps, to explore surroundings is especially beneficial with roads in unknown places. But in 

Estonia there is already 59 thousand km of roads (Eesti teedevõrk, 2017) and exploring all of this is 

very time consuming.  
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3.1.8 Physical parameters of the good road 

As for motorcyclist, the fastest or the shortest road is not the best one, it should be described what 

is describing a road on a more general level. 

Speed is one of the most primitive parameter of the ride and when using alone, it is not giving much 

information about the road or the mood of the rider. Reason is that roads have speed limitations, 

and on most cases, bike can move faster than the limit is set. Are the limit exceeded and how much, 

depends already from the bikers’ personal preferences. Though, when the difference with the 

speed limitation is large, there can be some cause for it, especially when it is noticeably under the 

limit. 

Cornering is one of the things what makes riding a motorcycle enjoyable. That came also out from 

the previous research – riders are looking for the curvy roads. Also, cornering angle and speed 

combined, gives already much information about the road profile, conditions and mood of the rider.  

When simplified, cornering angle is relation between speed and radius of the corner. When speed 

is greater, or radius is smaller, the cornering angle is increasing. So, if on map there it is possible to 

see profile of the road only roughly, comparing data from the riders, gives more exact information 

about how curvy the road is really in the perspective of the motorcycle. 

Moreover, if the road has tight curves on the map but leaning angle will remain modest it may 

indicate to the bad road conditions like holes, sand or just uneven road. Also limited visibility may 

bring down average speed on the curve.  

Last parameter is acceleration and vibration. Acceleration is another thing what makes riding a 

motorcycle for enjoyable experience and may give some information about the road conditions and 

the mood of the rider. Driving smoothly may indicate to the calmer mood of the motorcyclist and 

aggressive acceleration could indicate that road is good for that kind of riding style. 

Also, vibration from the road and vertical acceleration may give information about the road when 

the surface is uneven. It may be beneficial for touring and off-road bikers who ride more on ground 

roads and tracks, where is jumps and other obstacles. 

Similar methodology is used for some insurance companies, who place measuring devices in the 

car, to evaluate how aggressive the driver is and accordingly adjust the fee. Also, there is mobile 

apps, for marking down potholes or road damages. So, measuring this kind of data is doable and 

already done. 
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3.1.9 Motorcycle types used 

If road parameters are universal, then for the motorcyclists, the same road may not be equally 

good. The reason is, that like on cars, there is multiple types of motorcycles what is designed to act 

on their best on different type of roads. So, when rider is buying a motorcycle, the first question to 

answer is on what kind of roads he like to ride. 

Of course, all the motorcycles are able to ride on ordinary road without problems, then differences 

will appear on extremes. For example, with sport bike is difficult to ride on gravel road or with heavy 

enduro on the mud or sand. 

If motorcycles can be classified very differently, based on the book “The Perfect Motorcycle: How 

to Choose, Find and Buy the Perfect New or Used Bike” the classification is made in six categories 

(Domine, 2009).  

Standard, also called naked bikes or roadsters are general purpose street motorcycle. It has upright 

seating position what makes it comfortable for commuting and for some longer trips. It often comes 

without windshield and fairings what makes it cheaper and one of the most popular motorcycle 

types. It does not have any outstanding examples, but Honda CB may be one of the cases (Figure 

14). 

 
Figure 14: Honda CB500F (https://www.honda-

geneve.com/catalog/2018/CB500F/42859_CB500F_Street_2018_006_ORIGINAL.jpg) 

Cruiser are coming from modified stock motorcycles. It has semi-reclined riding position and a low 

seat height. Footpegs and controls are positioned forward of the seat. As its name is saying it is 

designed for cruising comfortably on the streets and sharp cornering is difficult as the metal parts 

will touch the ground. The best-known example is traditional Harley-Davidson (Figure 15). 
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Figure 15: Harley Davidson Milwaukee-Eight 107ci 

(https://www.cycleworld.com/sites/cycleworld.com/files/styles/2000_1x_/public/images/2017/08/2018-

harley-davidson-breakout-hero.jpg?itok=ih3JnfuH&fc=50,50) 

Sport bike has a high performance and it is designed only for an asphalt road. The riding position of 

the sport bike is canted to forward for a best control and controls and footpegs are more rear from 

the seat and high for best cornering. Most popular example is Suzuki GSX-R series (Figure 16). 

 
Figure 16: Suzuki GSX-R750 (http://www.visordown.com/sites/default/files/11625_0.jpg) 

Touring motorcycles are like name is saying, meant for the long haul. It has very comfortable seating 

position and easily accommodate also a passenger and a luggage. One part of this group is also 

sport touring motorcycles. It has slightly more forward leaning riding position and a higher 

performance. Most famous touring bike is Honda Gold Wing (Figure 17). 

 
Figure 17: Honda Gold Wing 

(https://powersports.honda.com/mkca/phase3/_images/content/hero/red.png) 
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Dual-sport motorcycles are often based on off-road motorcycles, but it has lights and other features 

to use it also on the road. It is lightweight, and suspension designed for harsh environment. Also, 

an upright seating position with legs directly under the seat for standing up on big bumps. Like on 

touring bikes, one part of this group is adventure touring bikes. Those are heavier than regular 

dual-sport and is more oriented to street use than on mud. The examples of this group are KTM 

Adventure and BMW GS series (Figure 18, Figure 19). 

 
Figure 18: KTM 390 Adventure (https://www.revzilla.com/common-tread/the-ktm-390-adventure-is-

coming) 

 
Figure 19: BMW R1200 GS (http://allroadendurotouring.com/allroad-touring-enduros/big-allroad-touring-

enduros/bmw-r1200-gs-touring-motorcycle-dual-sport/) 

Off-road bike of dirt bike, as it name says is meant for only off-road using. It is lightweight and easily 

maneuverable in the mud and sand. Also, it has a ling suspension travel to handle large bumps. 

Example of the dirt bike is Yamaha YZ450F (Figure 20). 

 
Figure 20: Yamaha YZ450F (https://www.dirtrider.com/2018-yamaha-yz450f) 
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3.2 Mapping 

As a result of the research phase, the map of the findings was composed. It helps to focus all the 

information on the small area and find additional relations between the findings. 

The central of the map is the biker and its values. All the other things are coming from it and is a 

result of the biker’s choices and preferences. That is why most of the relations is found between 

biker’s values and properties of the other things and activities. 

 
Figure 21: Mapping 

The most important values, what is most related with other things, is a desire to find some good 

remote roads in the situation where they have limited time. Although, motorcyclist have a strong 

group feeling, a lot of the bikers prefer to ride alone because of the different riding styles and 

preferences. So, although bikers are willing to help each other, it is challenging to offer this 

information to someone who needs it. Although mobile phone may help it somewhat, it is not 

designed to use in harsh environment as motorcycle is. 
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4 DEFINE 

In this part, more specific investigation is made on topics what were brought out in previous section. 

Goal is to get additional information to be ready for offering best solutions in the development 

phase. 

4.1 Define important values 

From previous research, there is many different features, what is mentioned to have both phone 

and dedicated GPS device. However not all of those are equally important to the users. In this part 

goal is to define more important features what should be considered while proposing a new 

solution. 

Durability – motorcycle do not have any protective surrounding like car has. This means that all the 

dust, rain, mud etc. will reach also to the device and it has to be protected against it. However, 

waterproof phone market is increasing rapidly and often motorcyclist choose those to use on 

motorcycles. Also, although phones are not still as rugged as proper GPS, it can handle hobby riding 

easily. 

Charging – or possibility to use the device without worrying that it will shut it down unexpectedly. 

When phone can be used without waterproof case, the overheating and not charging problem is 

not topical. Also, when using high quality charging cables, the broken cables is not the problem on 

most cases. 

Interacting with the device – to set the destination or other input what is needed. Also, to operate 

other functions like calling, music player etc. This is the real problem to many bikers as the phone 

screen do not respond to the gloved hand. Also, as the left hand has to be used for operating, hitting 

the icons with the bare hand is difficult while driving 

Maps –latest maps are essential for the navigation system, however for the users it is often not 

enough. Regular maps classify roads only in to couple of groups, but this is not describing the road 

accurate enough. Often there is no real road where it marked on the map or the road quality is 

different what could be expected. More, users expect additional information like hazards, road 

closure, also information about interesting places etc. Ad this information has to be as fresh as 

possible. 
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Navigation – current phone and GPS maps and software is meant for moving from point A to B as 

fast as possible or bay the shortest road. However, as the motorcycling is often not the way of 

commuting but recreational activity, those ways is not best for find a good road to ride. 

Data sharing – motorcyclist is social group and often help each other both by technical questions 

and by finding some nice roads. However, doing it in internet forums is complicated as being on the 

way, it is late to surf on web. More, definition of the good road varies person by person and this is 

affected from the motorcycle style used and from driving style. 

4.2 Brief 

Brief is a summary of the knowledge gathered from the previous phases. From this point direction 

of the development is decided according to problems, opportunities and issues found. 

4.2.1 Target user   

As previously described, motorcycling has large varieties in it. It can be divided by age, type of 

motorcycle used, experience etc. All those groups have different needs and goals. In this research 

target user is a motorcyclist, who ride for a fun and relaxing a couple times during a week on 

weekends or after work. He/she loves riding alone on remote places, where other road users do 

not disturb them. Depending from the type of the motorcycle used, he/she may prefer curvy roads 

with the good asphalt or trails in the forest. However, he/she has a limited time for doing it because 

of the other everyday tasks need to be done 

4.2.2 Opportunity 

From the previous research it came out that although bikers have a strong group feeling and they 

support each other, they often have to ride alone because they do not know strangers driving style 

and preferences. As they like to drive on remote roads and everyone is looking those on his own 

way, everyone has roads around home what they know about, but sharing this information is 

complicated. Firstly, to share this information, it takes time to mark it down describe it. As driving 

time is already limited, it is not often something riders want to spend time at the first place and 
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afterwards it may be often hard to remember the exact place, especially if it was discovered 

accidently. 

Secondly, motorcyclists are looking good roads very differently. Most preferred and enjoyable is 

driving but it takes time. Also, online maps and forums are used but information there is limited 

and do not provide often information what is looked for. So, although riders have information about 

good roads, sharing it is complicated. 

So, the opportunity is to offer a way to describe a good road to others so that everyone can 

understand it similar way. 

Another opportunity is popularity of the smartphones. As from testing and users feedback from the 

forums resulted, current navigation devices are meant for navigating from point A to B. But, as for 

bikers, riding itself is a goal for them, this method is not suitable for them.  

Also, yet phones are getting more durable and waterproof phone is soon industry standard, it is still 

impossible to interact with those thanks to touchscreen technology, what to not support 

motorcycling gloves. Even if it is possible to affect the screen, it has to be made with left hand and 

it may be challenging if riding. 

4.3 Development brief  

The aim of this project is offer a navigation system to the hobby motorcyclists, what takes in 

account riders personal riding preferences and makes navigating effortless 
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5 DEVELOP 

In this phase, knowledge from the previous parts, will be used for developing new concept. The 

development will be on several stages. Firstly, early concepts are presented and evaluated 

according to evaluation criteria’s. After what selected concepts are developed further to define 

final concept. Goal of this phase is to come out with final design, what is ready for prototyping and 

what offers the best solution described in the brief. 

5.1 Concept development 

In this chapter, initial concepts are proposed.  

5.1.1 Blue Ocean Strategy 

To offer the best concepts, it is important to evaluate current devices on the market. This helps to 

position the new offering in the market gaps. 

For that, Blue Ocean Strategy is used. It is a tool for finding a place on the market where is a little 

or no competition at all – Blue ocean. Instead of struggling in the market what is full of competitors 

and where is difficult to find a place for a new product – Red Ocean. It is archived by market-creating 

innovation. It opens up new possibilities that are not available to organizations operating within 

the existing cost-value structure. It expands the universe as to what is possible, often enabling 

higher value at lower cost. (Kim & Mauborgne, 2015) 

The process of generating Blue Ocean Strategy consists five different steps: compose strategy 

canvas and then answer four different questions what features has to be eliminated, reduced, 

raised, created. 

Strategy canvas is the most fundamental tool used in this framework. It gives an overview about 

the market and where the planned business is placed. It is graphical visualization about different 

qualities of products.  

On the Figure 22 it is possible to see feature comparison of the dedicated GPS device and offering 

for a new navigation principle. The properties are chosen according to the information gathered 

from the previous research. 
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Figure 22: Strategy canvas Phone vs GPS 

To offer a product, it is needed to answer four questions. 

The first question is about factors what industries in this area is being competing but those are not 

a must any more or do not have any value at all. So, there is no reason to focus on those parameters 

and those can be dropped. 

According to user feedback, offline maps are something, what is not a vital property any more. As 

goal is to offer a solution rather a joy rider, cellular data is always available. Even more, in Europe 

it is now with a same price as at home county and there is no need to save data to the device. Also, 

when the latest maps are needed, it is unnecessary to download whole map if only small part of it 

is needed. This means that this feature can be dropped. 

Second question asks, is some part of the product overdesigned and do not need so much attention 

and energy. Those parts can be overlooked and reduced. 

Motorcycle GPS is rugged and almost bulletproof. However, hobby rider does not need this kind of 

durability. Phones on the market is getting more waterproof and for easy user it is enough.  

Also, a charging is not a problem when trips are short. There is possibility to use regular good quality 

USB charger, power bank or just relay on the phone battery for a shorter roundtrip 

Thirdly raise asks to find an existing parameter what is currently underestimated and needs to 

overlook and raise it importance. 

Firstly, interacting with a device. Currently it is made by using touchscreen technology. If it is used 

on regular situations, it works fine but in harsh environment it may be very frustrating. Secondly it 

is information on maps. Current maps are updated frequently, but the information on it is often 
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insufficient and users are used to get more information about their object of interest. Thirdly, 

current navigation devices and maps do not support exploring a around on the maps but is meant 

for moving on pre-calculated routes. And finally, data sharing. Users are willing to share information 

about the roads and themselves, but it is currently sometimes complicated. 

And finally, it has to be created a new value what current industry do not keep in mind but what 

users are looking for. 

Currently GPS devices are calculating routes according to fastest time or shortest route. There may 

be additional selections like avoid ferries or paid roads, but this is often it. When goal is to get from 

point A to B, then this is in most cases enough. But as from previous research conclude, motorcyclist 

look for roads on different basis like how curvy, fast, remote etc. it is.  

The new way of navigation would be personal navigation when the routes are calculated according 

to user’s personal habits and preferences.  

5.2 Design principles 

The journey of riding can be divided to tree different parts. First part is a pre-riding. In this time, 

motorcyclist is making decisions about where, with whom, for how long etc. he is going to ride. 

According to previous research, in this part users need to get a good overview from the map, they 

need good information about the roads in perspective of the motorcycling and driving habits. 

Moreover, as there is often no destination, driving plans should be possible to make on interested 

area, road etc. 

Also, an easy way to transfer this information to the navigation device. As well, as motorcyclist are 

social and some of them prefer to ride with others, it is needed to find other riders with similar 

riding profile. 

• Good overview from map 

• Information about the roads in perspective of motorcycling 

• Not on destination-based navigation 

• Easy data transfer to device 

• Sharing plans 
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The second part is riding itself. This part is the most important for the motorcyclists and he prefers 

to enjoy a ride, instead of struggling with a device. So, he needs to get an information what he 

wants, but do not want to have do much effort by getting it. So, device should be easy to control 

but as rarely as possible. Also, when riding, it should be possible to switch off or keep on background 

tasks what is not needed like messaging, emails or calls when wished. However, to not keep family 

or friends worrying, sharing an information, that you are ok is beneficial and helps to keep rider 

calm. 

• Easy to control 

• As less need of control as possible 

• Enough information to make decisions 

• No disturbance 

• Easy to attach and remove 

Last part of the ride is after ride time. When getting some valuable information like some good road 

to suggest to others or avoid, riders often want to share this. However as different persons may 

have different opinion about one road, especially when riding different motorcycles, additional 

information about the road profile gives valuable information to others. 

• Possible to share information about the road (edit map) 

5.3 Concept generation 

5.3.1 Data Concept 

Firstly, navigator users generate a profile with information about their bike type, driving experience, 

tires type etc. This gives a first profile of the biker type and makes possible to group users as it gives 

frames to the following data.  

While driving, data about the road is gathered by the sensors attached to the motorcycle. Data 

includes speed, accelerometer and angle of the motorcycle. Also, it is possible to rate a road by the 

user, if driving on it. It gives information about the road profile and rider driving style. 
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Last level of data is gathered by editing the map after the ride by the enthusiasts. There is possible 

to specify information, what is difficult to gather with sensors or while driving. It could include data 

about road cover, private roads, longer comments etc. 

When planning a ride, motorcyclist can plan a trip through computer or tablet to use benefits of 

the large screen. On map is possible to see gathered information about the road. What type of 

motorcyclist suggest what roads, how curvy is the road, road type, point of interest etc.  

User can select an area or point on the map and route is calculated automatically according to his 

user profile and others feedback. Also, it is possible to limit a time or distance available. But if users 

want to modify a route, it is possible to do with drag and drop or compose whole route by himself. 

Whole data is in cloud and is available from any device needed. 

While riding, precomposed route is showed to the rider, however, if rider is not following the 

planned route it will recalculated according to his profile. Constant “make a U-turn” message is 

avoided and just noted, that you missed a turn. Also rating about the roads is always visible on the 

map. 

5.3.2 Hardware concept 

As shown before, touchscreen is not the most comfortable method to insert data to the device. 

Although, it is cheap and allows to change the interface easily, just by updating the software, it do 

not give any feedback while using it. For example, one of the most demanding environment is plane 

cockpit, where most of the things are controlled by physical buttons (Figure 23). Reason is that, 

firstly, it is possible to use buttons without watching it, it gives feedback while using it and on 

airplanes, those are much easier to use in intense turbulence situation. All those problems are also 

occurring while using touchscreen on motorcycle. 

In airplane, there is much more space for the buttons than on motorcycle though there is also much 

more operations to make. On a motorcycle one way to give as much functions on minimum space, 

is to use buttons where have more degrees of freedom than one. This gives more options just by 

pushing a knob in different way or just rotate it.  
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Figure 23: Airbus A380-800 cockpit (http://www.aviationexplorer.com/a380_facts.htm) 

Six degrees of freedom (DoF) buttons are used places, where are lack of room but there should be 

more functions to use than just one. For an example, BMW uses iDrive (Figure 25) for controlling a 

car’s interface without a touchscreen. Also, for a 3D modelling, 3Dconnexion is offering a mouse 

with a 6DoF what allows to control the drawing environment more efficiently (Figure 24). 

 
Figure 24: 3Dconnexion space mouse (https://www.3dconnexion.com/spacemouse_wireless/en/) 

 
Figure 25: iDrive button of BMW (https://www.cnet.com/au/products/bmw-idrive-second-

generation/review/) 
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Another way to give a more functions to one button, is soft keys (Figure 27). On this case, button 

do not have a specific functionality, but its current function is displayed on the screen. However, 

for a best understanding, soft keys have to be directly next to the screen, to display the function of 

the button. (Weinger, Wiklund, & Gardner-Bonneau, 2010) But with a using of different screen sizes 

of the phone, there will be parallax problems. Also, as the motorbikes are different, and devices 

may be mounted on different places, buttons may be in places where those are uncomfortable to 

use. 

 
Figure 26: GVDU Mission Display (https://www.unitronix.com.au/product-form/lcd-screen/military/) 

 
Figure 27: Phone soft keys (https://www.cisco.com/c/en/us/support/docs/voice-unified-communications/ip-

communicator/50994-ip-communicator.html) 

If large motorcycles like touring and adventure bikes have often lot of room to attach an additional 

gear, the sport bikes have lack of it. Therefore, navigation devices cannot be placed often on most 

comfortable place. Moreover, also riding position is different and most comfortable position to 

control the device may be different. So, when thinking about control device, it should be detachable 

from the screen part. 

As gathering data about the riding behavior and suggesting roads according to this needs reliable 

data, sensors must be located most optimal way for best quality data. Although there has been 

positive testing to measure a driver’s behavior with phone sensors when it is attached in holder at 

the car (Spruyt, 2016) , it is more difficult to archive on motorcycle. As handlebar is often the most 
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convenient and sometimes the only place to mount the phone, it is constantly moving during the 

ride as handlebar is used for steering. Therefore, sensors placement would be constantly changing 

regarding to motorcycle position and it makes data unreliable. So, sensors should be included to 

controlling device and it should be mounted to motorcycle body. 

Moreover, when separating a controlling device from the phone, it allows to use different phone 

mounts or even phablet or tablet mount and the controlling device will remain the same. 

5.3.3 Mapping 

Map is the most important part of the navigation as user is making decisions according to 

information what is presented on it. So, to make a right decision, user needs to have a correct 

information available. 

On the regular basis, car GPS maps are designed to show where the road is, its name and some 

information about witch class road it is. And this is mostly enough to find the fastest or the shortest 

road to the destination. However, if the goal is not the shortest or the fastest road but the “fun 

factor” of it, different information is needed. 

While driving, large amount of information is collected about the ride and the road. While combined 

it with information from the rider and an information got from map editing, there is detailed 

information about road conditions. However, it is too much to handle for a regular user. 

To make it manageable to the users, “fun factor” is calculated according to the wishes of the user. 

For an example, if steep curves are the goal, heat map is generated, where road sections with curves 

is presented with stronger colors (Figure 28). Or if ground road is a goal, those are brought out. 

Based on this information, rider can make decision witch area is the best for his desires and ride 

there. 
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Figure 28: Heat map (https://github.com/uber/deck.gl/blob/master/README.md) 

While navigating, it is still possible to compose a route for a rider, composed by the wishes of the 

rider. However, as the riding itself is more important than a destination, the calculated route is 

more suggestion and rider can always choose different road to take. To make the best and the fast 

selection, rider need to have some additional information. 

Firstly, giving to the road a rating according to the driving style and personal preferences. This 

information is presented on the map as the color codes what makes easy to decide which road 

could be the most enjoyable. (Figure 29) 

 
Figure 29: Road rating 
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However, when there is not yet enough information to make a proper road suggestions or rider is 

looking for something different. Rider can make an adjustment accordingly is he preferring a road 

what is suitable more to the sport motorcycles or to the off-road bikes. 

5.4 Development 

In this part of the work, the solution for the problem is offered. It is based on the research and a 

concept generation results. 

5.4.1 Data management 

One of the key factors of the system is the data management what gives it the main value: 

possibility to offer a personal navigation. The data is coming from the two main sources – the 

information what users are giving, and information gathered by the sensors. By mixing those and 

adding information from the external sources like Google Maps, it is possible to compose a profile 

of the rider and profile of the road.  

The information from the user can be divided in two different groups: pre-ride information and 

after ride information. The pre-ride information is giving information about the user itself and about 

the motorcycle he uses. As the different bikes acts differently and are best on different roads, 

makes this information possible to group the users according to the capabilities of the bike and 

makes the information more comparable. 

 

Figure 30: Profile generation 
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The after-ride information is about the used road. It is not mandatory to give this information, but 

as bikers have strong group feeling and they often prefer to help others. In this information, the 

type of the road is specified, road what to suggest to others and what to avoid. Also, information 

about the POIs etc. This helps to get information about the roads, what is difficult to gather 

automatically. Also, it helps to develop a user profile by getting more information about the likes 

and dislikes. 

The second part of the information is coming from the accelerometer and gyroscope attached to 

the motorcycle (Figure 31). This gives an information about the motorcycle position on very 

moment. When adding a speed and location information from the GPS, it is possible to have 

complete riding profile after cleaning the information from the noise. 

 
Figure 31: Sensors data (https://www.sentiance.com/2016/02/11/driving-behavior-modeling-using-smart-

phone-sensor-data/) 

With this information it is possible to compose an exact road profile with information about curves 

and riding speeds. And the more riders use this road, the more exact the information will be.  

On the other hand, sensor information gives information about the rider itself and his riding style. 

When comparing the information about the rider and the road, it is probable to suggest the roads 

what is suitable to the style.   

So, the road suggestions are mix of information gathered from the user and information from the 

other users. At the same time, while driving this road, user is offering information to others. 
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5.4.2 Control device 

The function of the controlling device is two parts. Firstly, it helps to control the application while 

phone screen is not designed for it. Secondly, it is to collect information about the motorcycle 

position so, it can be used reliably to generate the road and user riding profile. 

The first task of the device is to help rider to navigate in the application so, that it disturbs the rider 

as less as possible. As the motorcyclist mostly wear gloves and control the device with left hand, 

the buttons are the most intuitive method. But still, buttons have to be understandable and the 

buttons amount should be as much as needed and as less as possible. 

The primary function on navigation device is to navigate on the map, this includes moving around 

and zooming in and out. To make this comfortable, six degree of freedom button is used. This allows 

to push it front/rear, left/right, rotate and push it down. By those functions it is possible to navigate 

on the map by using only one button, so rider do not have to direct his sight on buttons. 

However, as the moving on the map is not the only function available, it is not enough to use only 

one button. For changing the functions, there should be second one what could be push-button. 

Also, as the user may be lost in the menus or may make a wrong selection, there should be separate 

back button to make possible always to go back in the menus or to the home screen. 

With those three controls, it is possible to navigate in the maps and menus without turning too 

much attention to the controls itself (Figure 32). 

 
Figure 32: Control device 
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Next, although buttons may be comfortable to use, those should also be placed so that user can 

reach those with minimal effort. Moreover, as this device is also used for gathering the information 

about the motorcycle position, the placement is even more important. 

Mostly, on the motorcycle all the main controls are placed on the handlebar, so buttons can be 

manipulated with thumbs (Figure 33). This is comfortable, though those takes all the room available 

and adding additional controls is almost impossible. Even more, as the handlebar design is different 

on different motorcycles, it makes it even more difficult. Also, as one of the devices task is to 

measure bike position, it is difficult to make it from the handlebar as its position is changing 

compared to the remaining bike. So, the controls must be attached to the motorcycle frame part.  

 
Figure 33: Handlebar controls 

The most reachable object for the rider is gas tank. It is connected directly to the frame and there 

is plenty of room. Even more, if the controls are attached to the gas tank, there is enough room to 

support also an arm, so on rougher road hand is still secured and controlling takes no effort. 

However, like handlebars, motorcycles have different style and material gas tanks, so attaching a 

device cannot be same style on every case and should have couple of different alternatives (Figure 

34). To avoid producing whole different control panel to different connection methods, it should 

be in two parts. Firstly, a part where buttons and sensors are, and this remain same all the time and 

secondly a part what alternates accordingly to the attaching method. 
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Figure 34: Gas tank 

The changing part has three methods to attach it: bolts, glue and magnet. The first method means, 

that there must be a place where to screw bolts in. Majority of the motorcycles has a gas tank lid, 

what is bolted to the gas tank (Figure 35). Even more, those come in standard measures and makes 

possible to offer a mount, what uses the same bolts to fasten it (Figure 36). 

 
Figure 35: Gas tank lid (http://www.ducatimonsterforum.org/index.php?topic=36513.0) 

 
Figure 36: ARM gas tank mount (https://www.rammount.com/activity/motorcycle-bases) 
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This method is simple, secure and easy to remove if needed. However, this limits the controls 

placement and even if it may not be the problem on most cases, it may be a problem on motorcycles 

with some seating positions or if tank bag is used. On this case, control panel should be placed on 

different position. 

Glue and magnets gives more freedom to the placement of the control panel. It could be on the 

side of the tank or anywhere where rider finds it comfortable. The advantage of the magnets is that 

those are strong but still removable without damaging the paint. But even if most of the tanks are 

made from steel, plastic, aluminum and carbon is more used over time and this allows to use only 

the glue to attach a control panel. So, this should be the last option (Figure 37). 

 
Figure 37: Control device connection 

For gathering information, device is equipped with accelerometer and gyroscope. Those will be 

calibrated when mounting the device to the motorcycle, so the information is as accurate as 

possible. The information is processed in cloud, so the energy consumption of the phone and 

control panel is minimal. 

For getting the data from the device to the mobile, the most comfortable method is to use 

Bluetooth connection. Bluetooth 5 Low Energy takes especially little energy and is often used on 

wireless keyboards and mouse’s, what makes it suitable connection type also on this case.    

Also, by using battery power, it makes possible to not use a wire at all. This makes significantly 

easier to find a place for the control panel on the motorcycle. Also, by using low energy Bluetooth 

and sensors at same time with the Lithium-ion battery, the need of charging is brought to minimum. 

And if charging is needed, it is easy to remove from the bike thanks to two-part construction. 

5.4.3 Web interface 

When starting to plan a new ride, user log in to his account and can choose to start a new adventure, 

review old adventures or adjust settings. 
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Fun factor 

The most important information for the users is “fun factor” of the road, what can be expressed 

with a numerical rating. This can be then converted to the color code on the map. 

The information on what the fun factor is calculated, is: 

• Road cover type – It can be ground road, gravel or hard cover and all of those can be on 

different conditions. 

• Riding behavior – based on the information from the GPS, accelerometer and gyroscope 

it is possible to generate riding profile to the current user and to the current road.  

• Popularity of the road – how popular is the road on certain group of the users. 

• Rating from the users – how users are rated this road. 

All the information is related with the information about the rider from who it comes. Especially 

with the information about motorcycle used. 

First important information from the user is a motorcycle used. Although as most of the 

motorcycles can be used on most of the roads, it is most comfortable to use in situations for what 

is built for. For example, if user is riding Suzuki GSXR, what is pure sport bike, then when he is using 

some road, then in most probably it is not a gravel road. And vice versa, if road is used before lot 

of sport bikes, it can be suggested to other sport bike users too. 

Still, as the road network is long, there may not be enough users on some roads, to make those 

assumptions based on this data. To compensate this, users edit map by defining the road type 

manually. To avoid that anyone can change anything, user has ride this road before and change 

should be confirmed by some higher-level user. Even more, as there are proper maps available, by 

analyzing those with algorithms, it is possible to give initial rating to the road what can be changed 

afterwards. By this, there should be at least some level data about every road. 

Based on the riding profile, it is possible to generate profile to both for the rider and the road. Rider 

profile describes rider riding behavior, how he accelerates, brakes and how he is taking corners. 

Compared with others, it gives information how he drives compared with others and this helps to 

suggest roads. Also, when he is on a new road, this information can be taken in account. Road 

profile is detailed information about how the users ride this road. On what speed and how they are 

taking the corners. 
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Popularity of the road gives an information how many bikers are using it and if adding rating and 

comments from the users and mixing it with type of the motorcycle used, it gives good information 

on what to decide is this road worth to ride or not. 

If comparing from who is the information coming from and who is using it, it is possible to filter out 

roads, what should like to the route planner. With riding, information gets more accurate and 

estimations will be more precise. 

Planning an adventure 

When planning a new adventure, the main information is presented on the map.  

The most important information is the fun factor of the road, based on the data gathered from the 

user. It is presented as the color code. As there are no better or worse roads but different roads, 

colors will present to what type of motorcycles road is more suitable or suggested. (Figure 38)  

As the information on map should be catchable as fast as possible but at the same time, it should 

be informative even without a legend, choosing the correct colors is important. This means that 

colors meanings have to be considered and for example, road cannot be marked with blue as it 

already presents a river. At the same time colors should be easily separable from the background 

and at the same time distinguishable from each other. 

 
Figure 38: Map 

When the map is zoomed in, then all the roads are brought out separately, however if zooming out, 

roads will not be any more understandably separable. Then the areas are presented as the heat 

map what shows what kind of roads are dominant (Figure 39). By this, user have a better overview, 

where to search what kind of roads, without having to zoom in randomly. 
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Figure 39: Heat map 

Next piece of information, what helps user to decide a road selection, is points of interest (POI). 

Point of interest could be gas station, cafeteria, historical building etc. To get an additional 

information, clicking on it opens the link with it. 

Also, it is possible to see roads ran before and trips what is shared by the friends. More, as there is 

happening events for the motorcyclist and riders from the far often organize a group riding for 

there. This is one possibility to share a planned ride also to others. 

For planning an adventure, there is two main possibilities. To let the system to suggest a route or 

compose it by yourself. 

For letting the system to compose a route, it firstly needs to know, will it be the roundtrip or will 

be the destination on the other place compared with the starting point. Also, it needs to know 

where the adventure will start and where it will end. 

After it is known, where is the destination, it is possible to start composing a route. It can be 

randomized or selected by the user. If route is generated by the system, it also needs to know, how 

much time do user wish to spend on the trip. Based on that and information on riding preferences, 

it will calculate suggested road what should be interesting to the rider. 

However, if the rider prefers to compose the road by himself, he can do it on several ways by 

selecting interesting area, road segment or POI what should be included to the route. Also, it could 

be a set of those. If those roads are not directly connected, gap between those are filled 

automatically based on the preferred riding style. 

If a rider has roads, what he really like and prefer to ride on, it can be marked as a favorite. On this 

case, this road is included to the route always when it is possible. On the other hand, if some roads 

should be avoided, it can be also marked down. On both cases, this information is included to the 

road information and it is taken in to account when calculating routes to other riders. 
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After desired route is constructed, it is possible to share it with others. Those could be some specific 

friend, group of friends or route could be also public, so everyone can see it. Also, while sharing it, 

it could be shared just as an interesting route to you and on this case, there is no meeting or starting 

time needed. However, if goal is to invite others to join you, the starting time is also needed. This 

possibility allows to share some public events like motorcycle parades and its route. Also, when 

some event is happening in other city, it is possible to organize group driving. 

Edit map 

One of the methods to gather information about the road and the rider is after-ride map editing. 

This gives additional information what is difficult to gather otherwise about the road and the user.  

One of the parameters, what is difficult to gather with the sensors, is a type of the road. Mainly 

there is three types of roads: asphalt, gravel and dirt. However, condition of those roads may be 

very different and from this it depends with what kind of motorcycle it is reasonable and sometime 

possible to use on it. Even hard covered roads can be very different not to mention gravel or dirt 

roads (Figure 40). 

 
Figure 40: Different asphalt roads 

If this kind of information is needed, it is asked from the riders, who has recently used this road. As 

during the long run, it may difficult to remind what kind of road it was, this information is at first 

asked from the people, whose home is near it or who often ride on this area. 

As opinion about the road is personal and may vary significantly, user can choose the most similar 

road from the example pictures offered. This gives smaller error rate and smooth the opinion 

differences.  

In addition to the road information, user can add his personal favorite roads and POIs he would 

suggest also to the others and roads and PIOs what to avoid on the map. It is taken in account while 

calculating the route also to the other users. Also, when driving again this area, favorite roads are 

included to the route again, but unpleasant roads will be avoided when possible. 
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For making a road safer to others, it is also possible to mark down hazardous places, where others 

should be more careful. 

Beside to adding information to the map, it is possible to watch detailed information about the 

rides made before. It includes speed, accelerations, leaning angles etc. and compare it with road 

average parameters. 

5.4.4 Mobile interface 

The phone mobile interface is the most critical part of the system as the user is using it on the 

demanding situations where the attention must be on riding and as adjusting the phone while 

driving is disturbing and therefore may lead to hazardous situations, the phone interface should be 

as simple as possible, including as much as needed and as less as possible. Also controlling the 

device should take in account the physical possibilities of the additional controlling device. 

The phone menu contains the “short menu” and the “long menu” (Figure 41). The short menu 

contains the functions what is often used and should disturb the user as less as possible. Those 

functions are controlling the map, changing the preferred road type while navigating and changing 

the music playing. Also, user can add and remove parts from it as different users have different 

wishes. Switching between functions is made by short push of the menu button and this changes 

the function of the large knob. All those functions are useable while the map is on the screen and 

there is no navigating away from there. 

 
Figure 41: Phone menu 

The long menu is available by holding the menu button down for a longer time. On this menu there 

is functions what is less used or needs more adjusting than it is possible to do in short menu. It 
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includes things like settings, finding a pre-made route from the list, address and POI search etc. 

Navigating there is made also by turning and pushing the knob, and by menu and back buttons. 

The main view of the mobile, is the map screen. Like on the web interface, the roads are always 

color coded accordingly to the style of the road (Figure 42). This helps driver to make a decision 

about the road without having to inspect the whole road ahead. However, if rider wants to look 

around on the map and find places, what would be interesting to him, it is simple by using the 

controlling device. Turning the knob will zoom map in and out accordingly to the direction, and 

pushing it to side, moves the map. 

While riding, the user sees small part of the map and the information about the roads is about only 

the roads on the field of sight. However, in the reality, road may cross with the other roads 

somewhere beyond and there is no information about this one. It is not the problem, when the 

road is still hard covered but if it changes to gravel or ground road, then it is a problem for some 

motorcycles and riders and they must turn back. For avoiding this kind of situations, roads what 

end with gravel or ground road will be marked already on the phone screen. 

 
Figure 42: Phone main view 

When using pre-calculated route, color coding remains as the driver can always choose another 

road when he wishes. Suggested road itself is marked with bold lines. When rider finds, that type 

of the roads suggested is not suitable and wishes sportier or more forest roads, he navigates to 

road type menu and just by turning the knob select the new road type. The route will be 

recalculated according to this and information inserted before. 

As a result, a rider gets the vital information about the nearest roads conditions without having to 

turn too much attention to it. Making a road selection decision is easy and rider gets a full 

satisfaction from the joy ride. 
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6 DELIVER 

For the result it combines for a product-service system, where information gathered about the 

users rides is the binding factor (Figure 43). 

 
Figure 43: Flowchart 

The users’ touchpoints with this system starts with user setup where the initial data about the rider 

and his bike is gathered, continues with the route planning and navigating and ends with a map 

editing what helps to improve his own and others experience. Through all these points, information 

presented, is based on the riders personal riding style and preferences what makes it individual and 

decisions based on this, more accurate.  

Controlling the application is made through remote controller what is also for gathering data about 

the riding style. This eliminates the problem with a phone screen, what is not glove sensitive and 

allows to control a phone with ease. 

As a result, the rider is able to make his navigation decicions based on his own riding habits and 

information visible about surrounding roads. This allows to enjoy best roads even without konwing 

his destination and gives a rider full satisfaction from the joy ride. 
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The final design concept of the control device is visible on the Figure 44 and Figure 45 where it is 

placed on the side of the motorcycle gas tank. However as it is mounted with a stickers, every user 

can find the most suitable place on his motorcycle. 

 
Figure 44: Prototype 1 

 
Figure 45: Controlling device 
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On the Figure 46  and Figure 47 it is possible to see the main screen of the navigation app. It shows 

to the user, on what kind of road he is and how can crossing road be classified. Based on this user 

can make his navigation decision easily. 

 
Figure 46: Prototype 2 

 
Figure 47: Phone screen 
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7 FURTHERER DEVELOPMENTS 

The current work is initial concept development and is simplified. It offers a product-service system 

what needs a furtherer development before final product. 

Firstly, the algorithms need to be worked out for gathering the information needed for rider and 

road profile generation. As this is the information what the system bases, this is the most critical 

part. Also, methods to use current maps for road profile generation, has to be worked out.  

After the base information is available, the exact user interface for the system has to be designed, 

as currently it is descriptive and do not have all the information needed for a convenient use. 

Also, the controlling and measuring device should be designed and technically worked out. It needs 

to be tested on different bikes for be sure that it fits on most of the motorcycles without a problem. 

In addition, different data gathering methods like motorcycle OBD socket or phone sensors may be 

tested as it makes possible to offer different packages for different users. 
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8 CONCLUSION 

Task of this thesis was to investigate a motorcyclist practices with a motorcycle navigation and to 

improve their experience with it. 

From the research came out several problems what motorcyclist have while using navigating 

devices on motorcycle. The most important was: 

- current navigation devices are for fastest commuting while motorcycling is recreational 

activity and the route is often more important than the destination 

- while dedicated motorcycle GPS is tough, and phones are more fragile, lot of users prefer 

to use phone for navigation as it has better connectivity and they do not have to buy 

another expensive device 

- controlling the device is difficult as the GPS screen is small and phone screen do not work 

with the gloved hand. Also left hand is not comfortable to use touchscreen for right handed 

people 

After analyzing problems, a new design solution was offered, what should improve riders’ 

navigation experience. 

New design concept is product service system what is based on the riders personal riding habits 

and road preferences. The riding information is gathered from different riders and composed to 

road profile, what describes what kind of motorcyclist prefer it. After comparing it with personal 

riding style, the most suitable roads are suggested. 

For solving a device control problem, a remote controller was designed. It helps to navigate through 

app menus and control the maps without having to struggle with the touchscreen. Also, it is used 

for gathering a riding information as it has better placement compared with the smartphone. 

As a result, riders can make road selections with just looking on the map section visible and do not 

have to investigate it deeply. It improves the driving experience as roads are more suitable with the 

rider driving style, it helps to find new interesting roads and increases a satisfaction from the riding. 

With a controlling device it increases overall riding safety and improves joy ride experience. 
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APPENDIX 

Annex 1 

Telefon läks veekindlas ja musta värvi kotis meeletult kuumaks, mille tõttu telefon kõigepealt siis 

keeras ekraani tumeduse täiesti maha (kuvas selle kohta veel vastava hoiatuskirja - proovi seda 

dialoogi siis eest ära saada sõidu ajal). Ning seejärel kui veel kuumemaks läks, lülitas lausa laadimise 

täiesti välja (samuti, lajatas selle kohta keset ekraani dialoogi). (Olli, biker.ee) 

Annex 2 

Kasutasin sygicut ühel moto orienteerumisel ja pannes teekonna eelistuseks lühim tee, viis tihti 

suht põllu peale-äärde, kus kunagi paistis mingi tee olevat olnud kuid mis nüüd lõppes järsu kraaviga 

(Mihkel S, Biker.ee) 

Annex 3 

Muidugi saab ilma ja mul isiklikult on alati paber kaart ka kaasas. Gepsu sisetan trajektoori üldjuhul, 

enne seda paberkaardil või arvutis oleval kaardil paika pannes (urmas66, Biker.ee) 

 

 

 

 

 

 


